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About This Game

Bunny Madness Anarchy is a fast-paced, competitive third person shooter. Build a team based on unique characters in order to
crush your enemies. Face against each other in the intense Natural Selection mode, join forces to defeat waves of feral enemies,
enraged by indoctrination in the Infected Madness Mode, dominate your competition by capturing points in Hostile Takeover,

or bring back enemy supplies to your base in Supply Run. Over stunning environment, unique level design and original
soundtrack you and your friends will immerse yourselves into a war-torn civilization of bipedal animals where the madness has

taken over.

Features:

-Game Modes
-Each game mode includes local and online capabilities.

Infected Madness: Play against waves of Feral enemies. Battle solo or connect with up to 3 friends to help you survive the
madness.

Natural Selection: Up to eight (8) players can enjoy this mode. Team composition is key to crush the opposing team.
Hostile Takeover: Capture three (3) different points around the map and dominate your opponents.

Supply Run: Infiltrate the enemy base to gather supplies and bring them back to your base.

-Characters
-Malice - is quick and a little mad. He eliminates his enemies with dual pistols which he compliments with a sonar pulse, so not

one them may be spared.
-Ramree - his shotgun packs a punch and when combined with his stun grenade it is a deadly pair.
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-Magnus -strong and focused he will annihilate you with his machine gun, flash grenade combination.
-Lucky - he will scope you out with his sniper rifle or blow you up with his landmine, there's no hiding from him.

-Alan - a veteran soldier with enough experience to eliminate any enemy with his assault rifle and grenade.

Each character has a species based combat mechanic. Unique stats based on damage, speed and health recovery, depending on
the which character is chosen.

-Stages
All stages are playable in all game modes:

-The TSB Factory
-Training Station
-Alternate Reality
-Burrow City Hall
-Snow Wasteland

-Sequoia Forest Dam
-Downtown

-Original Soundtrack and SFX
 A fusion of live instruments and digital effects make for a unique and highly engaging soundtrack.

Character and weapon skins unlocked by level progression.
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Title: Bunny Madness Anarchy
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
MeepHead LLC
Publisher:
MeepHead LLC
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8 or 10

Processor: Intel(R) Core(™) i3-4170 CPU @ 3.70GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

English
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I love this game, I play it often and it's great for working up a sweat and raising the heart rate.

My only complaint is that I can't find any guide that describes the use of power-ups? Specifically, the little friends (or something
like that) in Smash. I bought this power-up but I don't see any AI assistants to help with the data balls? How do I call them?

Is there one? Can anyone point me to it?. I like the concept of each player trying to build up their base on their own map and
only shooting missiles at each other, but it's not very well executed. You spend all your time micromanaging problems like
having enough storage space. The interface is clumsy too. It ends up being more frustrating than fun.. This is my review for
Vitual Pirate VR, what I type is what I experianced with the game. Everybody will experiance things differently. Aslo no game
is protected from critizum weather it's early access or full game. Now onto the review.

Virtual Pirate VR is a Shooting & Slice Action Position Tracking (Move \/ Evasion) battle game. The title and the description
are two different things. First off virtual pirate means you can play as a pirate, get to experiance a taste of being a pirate to
where the descrption is saying you just stand around defending yourself agenst a certain number of enemies.

The graphics are cartoon-ish style at best. I mean what do you expect from a $14.99 game that is on sale for $10.47.

The music was so loud, louder then my own voive and there is no option to turn it down or even turn it off.

The sword slicing sound was okay more or less typical average sound.

The sword was litually useless when blocking rarley works and the slicing only works after a reset swing. Can't do quick counter
hits or tiny slices.

The flint lock pistol sound didn't sound at all what it should. Play this game and listen very carfully then go to this link I provide
to check a real sound https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=EjeYe7w7zxs.

The flint lock pistol was also way to big, it was more of a blunder blast gun but those required two hands to shoot. Also pirates
didn't have laser pointers on their guns. Another thing is the pistol\/blunder required a reaload after evry shot. In here you can
litually keep firing and get nothing but headshots making the sword usless.

The enemies were bumb and boring since all you have are 2 regualr enemies and 1 boss enemy. The two regualr are other pirates
and skelotons in which there are veriaty. Some throw things and othere are buff but in the end it's the same enemy that is reused.
The boss is a kraken which isn't much of a boss when the game tells you where it's weak points are located.

The modes are actually not fun since it's the same modes. Singleplayer has arcade & stage. Aracde is to see how long you can
survive for, collecting points for a leaderboard. I got 67,400 in total and 1st on the leaderboad. Stage is the exact same mode but
you pick the location and diffculty but it just copies aracde. If you play arcade first and you can simply unlock all the stages
with out playing stage. So the singleplayer is just a wave survival.

Online is funny because I couldn't find anyone in fact the game told me how many were online which was 1 and that was me.
The has been out for 2 days but really a new game & no one is playing a virtual pirate wave game, gee I wounder why.
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Look I know it's early access game and it's not perfect or even the full game but there is something called beta testing. Allow
some gamers to play the game before release to get reactions and feedback to make sure the game is fine it's currect state. There
gamers who love early access gmaes because they can watch it grow into something wounderful but they can aslo watch it sink
as well.

So the game for me gets a 1\/10 score.

Thats the Pony review for Virtual Pirate VR. All for one and one for all!
I read your story mate, don't give up and follow your dreams!. While it was fun, I dont remember needing to grind this much in
the other two previous games. This game has a lot of grinding.. Really, Really good game with decent content. The only problem
is that there is too few of players to be a fun multiplayer experience half of the time
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you know when you have one of those moments when you are so bored that you are thinking about sewing your head to the
curtains, then play this! this should be the only time you should play it. some love it, some hate it, i hate it, sorry.. Really simple
and good game, been playing it since it used to be paid. Now what used to be fine is for free and that is really awesome. It
reminds me of the old NES Tengen games, from a period when games weren't that pretentious and were made focused on what
really matters, which is having fun. Play it solo or along with friends, this is an underrated gem.. Oh come on, we hear in reality
that the ICE 3 is an all time great in the High Speed community, I mean Siemens had a great success with this train, with
countries like Russia and China different variations of this train. Here in Train Simulator, you get to have a chance to
experience the train yourself. I must say on the outside and the things you get, this DLC is worth the money. However, if you go
into the minor details, you may suspect that someone was rushing to get the job done like the interior view, you can tell it was a
rushed job and it is as useful as if it was not placed there in the first place. In the end, all I am suggesting is this train is worth I
try I suppose, the creative among you can think of many scenarios with this train I bet.. quot;Your connection to the server has
been lost". While playing single player.. Instantly sets an atmosphere and immersion like few games can manage. A simple
concept, but nerve wracking and intense execution. A must for horror game fans, really want to try it out with a VR headset.
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